In a fictitious Australian town, the central character, Owen, who has spent most of his life confined to his home and is completely mute, allows himself a month in the real world, posing as a hospital maintenance worker. From afar he falls in love with Eva, an exuberantly dressed but painfully shy laboratory assistant. Most of the book is a record of his outrageously voyeuristic attempts to spy on Eva and her scientist lover Gunther, whom he tries to discredit in order to replace him in Evas affections. These spying passages could make some readers uncomfortable, as it is difficult to know how much Woolfe expects us to suspend our disbelief. However, it is worth pushing through this to enjoy the books main themes.
On Lies, Secrets and Silence (ISBN 0393312852) is a 310-page, non-fiction book written by Adrienne Rich and published by W. W. Norton & Company in 1979. The book follows the author, Adrienne Rich telling and informing the readers about themes and aspects of her life and work. Other topics which the book cover include the politics of language, racism and history, of silence and secrets, silence and secrets as moral questions, and the ethics of ethnographic revelation and concealment. Pastors as frauds who secretly solicit ritual help from traditional priests. Silence and Secrets as moral questions. Silence and silencing, keeping secrets and being excluded from them, as well as the revelation and voicing of the previously unknown or. There are secrets hidden in silence. Feelings I'm dying to share. And I know I never want you to leave me. Secrets in Silence. Fă click aici pentru a vedea versurile originale. ✕.